
Objectives Planet Personalities Extra 
Information

Lesson 1 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

I Can Create Character 
And Personality For 
The Various Planets 
Of Our Solar System 
Using Different 
Materials.

STARTING ACTIVITY – Our Solar System Part I (10 minutes)
Make sure you have a display ready with a large cut out Sun in the centre and your child have either 
the planet templates from the attached worksheet or have drawn the outline of the above planets on 
a piece of paper ready for the lesson. To make a perfect circle they could use a compass, draw round 
a cup or see if they can draw a perfect circle freehand.

MAIN TEACHING – Our closest Neighbours (15 minutes)
Tell your child that they are going to learn about the four closest planets to the Sun and write down 
on a piece of paper each of their characteristics, and what kind of personality they think these plan-
ets might have. Start from the planet closest and move onto the furthest from the sun as we go.
Work through each planet and ask your child if they can think of a personality trait for each planet 
based on its description. Work your way through all of the four planets below.

 Mercury  is Grey in colour and the planet  closest to the Sun  – the planet itself is both hot  
 and cold at the same time depending on what side is facing the Sun. Imagine how 
 confusing that would be!

 Venus  is the  second closest to the Sun  and is a very pale-yellow colour and brightest   
 planet in our night sky.  Venus  gets its name from the Roman goddess of love and beauty.

 Earth  is the  third closest to the Sun  and the planet where you live! What do you think the  
 personality of earth would be?

 Mars  is the reddish-brown   planet that is  fourth closest to the Sun. Mars  is a cold and   
 desert like planet and has a day length that is just half an hour longer than our own on   
 Earth!

MAIN TASK – (25 minutes)
Tell your child that it is time to start charting (making a map of) each of these planets!

Have your child begin decorating each of the four planets however they wish! Tell them that they 
could choose their own colours, materials, features, creatures absolutely anything based on the 
personality they think each planet might have if it were alive like we are!

Materials Required:
 Paper with Sun glued to the middle 

(from lesson 1)
4 circle paper cut outs per student 
(for making our planets)
Things to decorate our planets such 
as coloured tissue paper, paints, felt 
tips or any colouring tool.
Pencils
Paper
Glue stick
PVA glue
Glue spreaders
Compass
Blu Tack
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Maybe  Mercury  will have a blue side and a red side to show the two opposite temperatures that 
can occur there. Or perhaps  Venus  could have something on its face that represents beauty in your 
eyes. Pay attention to what colours or materials you have and get creative!

When your child is finished, write the names of the planets on the blank sides of each so your child 
can refer to them in a later lesson.

Finally, have your child place their planets around the  Sun  on the display with Blu Tack ( do not stick 
them down permanently in this lesson ) See if your child remembers the order in which the planets 
must go!

PLENARY –  (10 minutes)
Have your your child present to you or a member of the family what they decided to use for their four 
planets and if they can describe each of the various features they contain.

Success Criteria:
 I can create four of the planets 

from our solar system.
 I can create four of the planets 

from our solar system each with 
their own unique features.

 I   can create four of the planets 
from our solar system each with 
their own unique features and 
place them in order of how close 
they are to the Sun. 
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Reflection Child’s Progress
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